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The title refers to: 
THEOREM 1. Let x be a free group (or monoid), let R be a principal ideal 
domain, and let A = Rn, the group ying. Then finitely generated, projective, 
right (or left) A-modules are free. 
Remarks: (I) Theorem I is related to a question raised by Eilenberg and 
Ganea [4]. 
(2) Ifn 1s free on one generator then A is commutative, and the theorem is 
due to Seshadri [7]. 
(3) If  R is a field it is a theorem of I’. 11. Cohn [3]. 
Suppose A = R[t] is a polynomial ring in one variable. Seshadri’s argument 
in this case makes essential use of the fact that (R/%)[f] is a cuclidean ring for 
all maximal ideals (5 in K. This, of course, limits his method to a single 
vxiable. However, Cohn’s recent work (see, e.g., [f--3]) has revealed the 
rcmarliable fact that a polynomial ring over a field in aq’ number of variables 
is a “w&dean ring” (see Section l), pvmided the variables do not commute. 
In particular, Cohn’s results supply the hypotheses, in the setting of Theorem 
1, of a suitably axiomatized version (‘I‘heorcm 2) of Seshndri’s argument, and 
this is how Theorem 1 is proved. 
‘I’hc last SCctiOil contains a result concerning projectiw modules, v  hich 
need not bc finitely gencrated, over scmihereditary rings. ‘This is the non- 
commutative extension of a lheorcm (and proofj of Kaplansky (see [.5], 
Theorem 3). Its reler-ancc here is that it would yield some extensions of 
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Cohn’s results, provided one could establish the (probable) fact that the 
global dimension of a free product is tlli: suprcmum of those of the factors. 
This section records some results of I’. :\I. C’ohn to Ix used in the sequel. 
For ;I ring *-I, GL(/z, -4) dcnotcs ttic gt-oup of iu\ertibie II u matrices owr 
.-I and L!‘(w, =2) the subgroup generated by all elementary matrices, i.c. those 
dii%Zng from the identity in ;I single, off diagonal, coordinate. \Vc identify 
.-I is a generali,-etl eurlidratr viq it‘. given CJ, , ‘.‘, (I,, , 6, , “‘, h,, in A with 
some bi f  0 and Cn,b, 0, then there is an c E B(u, Lq) such that :XE has at 
least one coordinate zero, \vhcre a (11, , ‘.., a,,). 
‘I’he proof of the next Proposition requires only trivial modifications of the 
arguments proving Theorem 2.6 in [3]. 
PROPOSITION I .I (P. AI. C’ohn). .d C~enerulized e&dean ring, A, has the 
,follouG?7C~ properties: 
(a) ~1” (the opposite ying) is Cgem9&zed euclideatl. 
(11) .4 ,finite!li ,yenernted s&nodule of a projective right (OY left) A-module is 
free. 
(c) A?ry II generators cf the free module, .3?l, are n basis. In particAzr, two 
bases huve the same cardinnlity. 
(d) GL(n, .4) ~1 GL( 1, A) .E(n, A) for 011 H ; 1. I.e. an invertible matrix 
can be reduced, by elementary column operutions, to CI matrix of the form 
A euclidean ring in the classical sense is easily seen to be generalized 
euclidean (c.f. [8], $108). Thus, Z and k[t], k a field, are (commutative) 
examples. Moreover, any valuation ring is generalized euclidean. Non com- 
mutative examples are supplied by the next theorem. 
THEOREM 1.2 (P, R/f. Cohn). Let n be a .free group or monoid, and let k 
be a field. Then kn is generalized euclidean. 
This theorem is deduced as follows: kr above can be regarded as the “free 
product” over k of algebras of the type k[t] and k[t, t- ‘1. One therefore need 
only know that a free product, over a field, of generalized euclidean rings is 
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again such. \Vith a slightly weaker condition than generalized cuclidean, 
this is just Theorem 4.2 of [.?I. However, C’ohn has recently shown (unpub- 
lished) that his proof can be adapted to generalized euclidcan rings as well. 
2. EI.EXIENT.ARY .‘bJTORIORPIIIS\IS 
1,et f,  m: L, is ... (3 L, be a right A-module decomposed into a direct sum 
of submodules, and let 11 =: (L, , t.. L,,) designarc this decomposition. 
Suppose f  : 1, -L is an endomorphism such that, for some i and j, i r j, 
.f(L,) CL, , and f(LJ -= 0 for k :;- i. Then ,f’ 7 0, so E := IL -,-f is an 
automorphism. Such automorphisms will be called I)-rlerlrenfcwy and E(D, L) 
denotes the group they generate. 
For example, if L := -4”, and ‘4” = ‘4 ,-!‘: ‘. ;‘, *4 is the standard decom- 
position. then 8(D, L) is n-hat, in the last section, was denoted by E(Iz, -4) 
(after using the standard basis to obtain a matrix rcprcsentation). 
SOV let \!I be a two sided ideal, and wite >]I’ -- ;U;:V%, for a right 
.-I-module, -11. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Given L mu1 D := (L, , ...( L,,) as above, let 
D’ -7 (L; , ‘.., z..;,) 
be the i?lduced decomposition of I,‘. Then if I, is .-l-pjective, the rtatural homo- 
mouphisrn 
ZqD, L) - E(D’, L’) 
is suvJ.ect ive. 
Proof: It suffices to lift generators, I,, -ft as above. Say ,f(Li) CL: , 
I -# J, and .f(Li) = 0 for k + i. Th en it clearly suffices to lift the induced 
homomorphism L: - Li , i.e. to find 12 : Lj + L, rendering commutative the 
square 
Li “, Lj 
1 1 
L; &I,; 
where the verticals are canonical projections. The existence of 17 follows since 
Li is projective. 
3. THE MAIN THEOREM 
In this section, “d-module” means “finitely generated right A-module.” 
THEOREM 2. Let R be a Dedekind domain withfield of quotients K, and let A 
be an R-algebra satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) A is R-projective. 
COROLLARY. lf K above is a pritzcipal ideal domain, their pmjcctiw 
A-modules nre,frce. 
Remarks. (1) 1’” abovc is known (see, e.g., [.5]) to be a direct sum of a free 
module, and a module of rank one, the latter being isomorphic to an ideal, 
% + 0, in R. Moreover, 113 ;cR YI 2 :WX, so that induced A-modules are 
stable UI&T multiplication by ideals of R. 
(2) Suppose A = RTT, as in ‘l%eorcm I Then (i) is satisfied. I,et k .= he, or 
R,‘Q for a maximal ideal ~5. Then 1~ is generalized euclidcan (condition (iii)) 
by Theorem 1.2, and hence, by (1.1)(h), p ro’ec ivc J t kn-modules are free 
(condition (ii)). Thus, Theorem 1 is n rod/cvy of Theorem 2. 
f’wof of ~‘/zeotwzz 2: Since 14 is &projective, 1’ is likewise, so that 
P C PK. Since, by hypothesis, PI< is *K-free, it has a (finite) basis. clearing 
denominators, \\e may find such a hasis in P. T,et I, be the (free) A~l-modulc 
generated hy tllis basis. Since LI\’ Z’K, /‘.L, is ;I torsion K-module. Jxt 
‘!I ;:- 0 in R annihilate a iinite ,-I-gcncratin,g set of I’/L. ‘Then clearly I’% CL. 
This shows the esistcnce of I, C I’ and ‘!I ~: 0 in H such that 
(1) I, is induced, and 
(2) 1’41 CI,. 
Since iZ is noetherian we may choose. among all such pairs, one for \vliich 91 
cannot lx enlarged. It remains to stto\v then that YJ 2 R, and hence illat 
I-’ :- 1, is induced, as the theorem claims. 
If  91 ,i- R write 91 -= ($2 with (6 mxiimai. J:or an .I-module, -11, \I-rite 
41’ - .\I, iM(5. Since I, is induced, L I,, :~, .‘. :; I,,, \yith each Zxi induced 
from ;r projective modu!e of rank one (remark 1 above), and it follo\v that 
T,: -- _ I’ for each i. ‘l’hc inclusion 1, C P induces f : I,’ of f”. Since I” is 
projective over the gcneralixed euclidean rirrg -4’, (1.1) (11) shows tliat,f‘(L,‘) is 
-4’-free. JienceI,’ has the form L’ f?’ 2~;; G’ nit11 G’ kcrj: A,qain (1.1)(h) 
implies F’ and G’ are .4’-free, so \\ c can :\,r.ite I;’ F; LL, ... :I: F,i , and 
G’ = r:; :,, ‘.. :: G:. ( with each F: am! Gi G: .-I’. ‘l’hcn (1 .l )(c) implies 
1’ :- ,s :m- II. JIence, there is an automoi-pllis!n, 6’, of L,‘, such that 8’(1,:) 
Fy.1 i ’ r, and 6’(L:. 0 =~ G: , I i :. S. Jet L: m= f,,L4’, and represent 
6’ hy an element of GL(z7, A’), relative to the hasis, er , ‘.., c,, Then, by 
(1.1)(d), ‘ Eve can write 8’ -= 8 0~‘, where E’ is represented by an element of 
E(n, +4’), and 6,(e,) przz, S,,(c;) :=~ e,(i 2 1). Replacing 6’ by S;zS’, we can 
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assume 6’ -2= c’. If n1 ~ (L;) .‘. , I,:,) then, in the notation of Section 2, 
E’ E E(K)‘, L’). Hence, E’ is the reduction, mod (5, of an 6 f E(Z), I,), by virtue 
of Proposition 2.1 
Let F = ‘(L, c> 31 L,) and G = E(L,.-, @ ‘.. s@&,). ‘l’hen L = F ‘3 G, 
and this reduces, mod 8, to the decomposition L’ = F’ :,1) G’ abovc. The 
fact thatf(G’) =: 0 andf I;’ is injecti1.c no\v translates into 
GCP(5 an d FC-Jl’Cc, -m. (*I 
Let 0 = F ,?$ GW’. Then L C Q C P, and ,Q is induced. The desired 
contradiction will be achie\-cd when we show that Z’P C (,, since 6 4 9, and 
we chose YL maximal. 
Recall that ?I = BE, and p41 C I,. To show that I”” C I, it suffices to check 
it locally, so we may assume ($ = (p) is principal. Let s E 1’2. Then 
,\p G 1% C L = F ,‘B G, so ,X‘P .~- y -:- 2, y E F, z E G. G C PO? = Z’p , ly (*), 
so 2 Z&, q, E I’. Then y = (.x - a& E Pp n F = Fp , by (*) again; say 
1’ ; yap, y. E F. Then .YF L y,,p ~2 z,,p, so s = J’,, ~-~ : F I; ) Gp-l = (,,, as 
claimed. 
4. SE~IIHEREDITARY RINKS 
If P is a left (right) A-module, then P-‘; = IJom,{(P, A) is a right (left) 
A-?-modulc. If s E P, P a right ;2-module, then 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let P he a projective right A-module and s c I’. Let 
0 = ;y E P f~ P*,.f(x) -= 0 => f(y) = 0:. Then: 
(i) oP(~v) is uJinitely generated left ideal. 
(ii) Q 2 op(x)* 
(iii) v Is n &jrect sunwzand of P -3 op(,Y) is projectiCe. 1~2 fhis case (, is (hy (ii)) 
finite& ,geuerated. 
Proof: Say I’ 83 P’ -= F is free, and x CF F0 generated by a finite 
subset of a basis for F. Then it is clear thi; op(x) = oFD(x), “and that 
Q = (y ~1;;, 1 f E F,*,f(x) = 0 z- ,f(y) rz: 01. nloreover, 0 is a direct summand 
of P and F,, simultaneously. Hence we may assume P is$Fnitely ,aenerutcd and 
free. 
(i) op(x) is evidently the left ideal generated by the coordinates of x 
relative to any basis of P. 
(ii) Let f: I’- M be the canonical projection onto :)I == I;‘s/l. It is 
easily checked that Q := ker( f** : p ..= r*-* -- f  J/I**). Let g : &.J -> p by 
* 
’ &J(a) -= su, so that d - I’-.> - II -f 0 is exact. ‘I’hen 0 m-f AII* 2 P” 1 A” 
is exact, and im R* == op(,x), after identifying .q* with A in the usual fashion. 
LVe thus obtain an esact sequence 
and this dualizes to the exact sequence, 
Finally, then, Q =-: kerf** .L im h* -= up(x)*. 
(iii) I f  op(x) is projective then h has a right inverse, so h” has a left inverse, 
i.e. 0 :m= im h* is a direct summand. 
Conversely, suppose h * !ras a left inverse. Then h** : I’“** + ~7~(.z-)~* 
has a right inverse, say K; h”*h = z’c! on up(x)*“. Then the composite, 
up(x) ---f op(x)** L P*** = I’“, in the commutative diagram 
is the desired right inverse for h, provided tlrat op(x) -> op(,x)** is injective. 
The latter is the case because the inclusion, i : rip(x) ---f A, is an element of 
oP(x)* killed by no non zero element of op(x) in op(x)**. 
THEoREhl 3. I‘et A be a kft semi-hereditary ring (i.e. finitely generated left 
ideals aye projective). Then a projective Tight d-module, P, is a direct SILW~ qf 
finitely generated modules, each isomorphic to the dual of a finitely generated 
left ideal. 
Proof: I f  x t P then op(x) is a finitely generated left ideal (4.1)(i), and 
hence projective. By (4.l)(ii) and (iii), s E 0, with (x, a direct summand of 1’ 
isomorphic to op(x)“. 
Now by Kaplansky’s argument (see [6], Lemma 1 and Theorem 3), 
the theorem follows. 
CORGLLXRY. Jf every finitely generated left ideal in a rirg A is .free, theta 
every prqjectizle right A-module is,fiee. 
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